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RÉSUMÉ

Les grappes XY, AAH et GF du type utilisé à la centrale nucléaire de Bruce ont été irradiées avec
succès dans le réacteur NRU aux Laboratoires de Chalk River à des combustions massiques des
éléments extérieurs comprises entre 570 et 900 MWh/kg d'U. Le modèle de ces grappes était celui
utilisé pour le «premier chargement de combustible» de la centrale nucléaire Bruce A dont les
éléments extérieurs renfermaient des chambres d'expansion pour gaz de fission. La puissance
linéique maximale de ces éléments extérieurs variait entre 33 et 37 kW/m.

L'examen après irradiation de ces grappes a confirmé que tous les éléments étaient demeurés intacts.
Dans le cas des grappes XY et AAH, irradiées à des combustions massiques des éléments extérieurs
comprises entre 570 et 700 MWh/kg d'U, peu de gaz de fission avaient été libérés (< 3 %); pour ce
qui est de la grappe GF, irradiée à une combustion massique des éléments extérieurs de
900 MWh/kg d'U, une grande quantité de gaz de fission avait été libérée (17 %). Les chambres
d'expansion pour gaz de fission et les pressions internes plus faibles des gaz semblent avoir contribué
aux déformations de gaine relativement minimes observées pour la grappe GF (0,1 % à mi-longueur
de la pastille). L'analyse décrite dans la présente communication montre un rapport de dépendance
de la libération des gaz de fission avec la puissance, le dossier des phases de puissance et la
combustion massique.

Les résultats antérieurs obtenus avec du combustible de la centrale Bruce A soumis à des phases de
puissance décroissantes ont révélé qu'il pourrait se produire une libération des gaz de fission élevée
et des défectuosités du combustible à des combustions massiques > 500 MWh/kg d'U (équivalents à
450 MWh/kg d'U en moyenne pour la grappe) lorsque les puissances linéiques maximales des
éléments extérieurs sont > 50 kW/m. L'analyse décrite dans la présente communication indique que
le combustible CANDU comportant 37 éléments peut être irradié sans difficulté (faible libération des
gaz de fission et absence de défectuosité) à des combustions massiques d'au moins 700 MWh/kg d'U,
à condition que les puissances maximales ne dépassent pas 40 kW/m.
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ABSTRACT

Bruce-type bundles XY, AAH and GF were successfully irradiated in the NRU reactor at Chalk
River Laboratories to outer-element burnups of 570-900 MWh/kgU. These bundles were of the
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS)-A "first-charge" design that contained gas plenums in
the outer elements. The maximum outer-element linear powers were 33-37 kW/m.

Post-irradiation examination of these bundles confirmed that all the elements were intact.
Bundles XY and AAH, irradiated to outer-element burnups of 570-700 MWh/kgU, experienced
low fission-gas release (FGR) (< 3%); bundle GF, irradiated to an outer-element burnup of
900 MWh/kgU, experienced high FGR (17%). Gas plenums and lower internal gas pressures
appear to have contributed to the relatively low sheath strain observed in bundle GF (0.1% at

. midpellet). The analysis in this paper illustrates a dependence of FGR on power, burnup and
power-history type.

Prior experience with Bruce NGS-A fuel experiencing declining power histories has shown that
high FGR and fuel defects may occur at burnups > 500 MWh/kgU (equivalent to bundle-average
450 MWh/kgU) when maximum outer-element linear powers are > 50 kW/m. The analysis in
this paper suggests that CANDU 37-element fuel can be successfully irradiated (low-
FGR/defect-free) to burnups of at least 700 MWh/kgU, provided maximum powers do not
exceed 40 kW/m.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Normally, natural UO2 fuel is discharged from CANDU* reactors at a bundle-average burnup of
about 200 MWh/kgU. The performance of CANDU fuel at extended burnups (> 450 MWh/kgU)
is of interest to fuel designers who desire a better understanding of parameters that influence
performance. Such an understanding facilitates the optimization of bundle designs currently in
use, and the development of advanced fuel designs for extended burnups. Extended-burnup fuel
performance is also of interest to reactor operators who desire a better understanding of the limits
of operation, particularly for fuel resident in fuel channels that cannot be refueled for an extended
period of time.

In Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS)-A, 37-element fuel has achieved
burnups > 450 MWh/kgU (equivalent to an outer-element burnup of 500 MWh/kgU) in channels
experiencing refuelling restrictions [1,2]. Some of the fuel that has achieved outer-element
linear ratings > 50 kW/m has experienced high fission-gas release (FGR) and sheath failure due
to stress-corrosion cracking (SCC). Elements whose ratings were < 50 kW/m have not
experienced failure. This experience suggests that a power/burnup threshold exists, below which
safe (defect-free/low FGR) operation can take place [1]. Further investigations and correlations
are required to more clearly identify such a threshold.

Bundles XY, AAH and GF were successfully irradiated in the NRU reactor at Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) to outer-element burnups of 570-900 MWh/kgU. These bundles were of 37-
element Bruce NGS-A "first-charge" design that contained gas plenums in the outer elements [3].
Post-irradiation examination (PIE) of these bundles was conducted to better understand the limits
of extended-burnup performance. This paper summarizes the PIE results of the three bundles
and discusses the correlation between parameters such as FGR and operating history. In
addition, the results are compared with those previously reported for Bruce NGS-A fuel
irradiated to extended burnups [1].

2. BACKGROUND

Bundles XY, AAH and GF were Bruce 37-element first charge production bundles manufactured
in 1975 and 1976. These bundles were similar to the current Bruce bundles, except that they
contained gas plenums in the outer elements to accommodate fission-gas release. These bundles
were irradiated in the NRU reactor at CRL between 1975 and 1990 to outer-element burnups of
570-900 MWh/kgU (Table 1).

Figures 1-3 show the power histories for the three bundles; the powers indicate the average
operating power for a given calculated burnup interval. In this paper, a maximum linear power

* CANDU - CANada P_euterium jjranium j s a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.



during irradiation is defined as the highest operating power sustained for at least 12 hours. Bundle
XY experienced a relatively steady power history with a sustained maximum outer-element linear
power (OELP) of 33 kW/m (Table 1 and Figure 1). Bundle AAH experienced a declining power
history, with a sustained maximum OELP of 37 kW/m (Figure 2 and Table 1). Bundle GF
experienced a relatively high power (41 kW/m) in the very early stage of the irradiation
(< 5 MWh/kgU) and then was maintained at a relatively steady power for the rest of its irradiation
(Figure 3 and Table 1). The power history of bundle GF is classified as "constant" and a sustained
maximum OELP of 37 kW/m is selected from the "constant" portion (> 5 MWh/kgU). Burnup
values in Table 1 were chemically determined.

3. POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hot-cell examination of bundles XY, AAH and GF indicated that all the elements were intact.

3.1 Fission-Gas Release: Influence of Power History

The percent Xe-FGR experienced by the bundles is listed in Table 1. Release of gaseous and
volatile fission-products to the free space within an operating fuel element is an important factor
affecting the performance/integrity of a fuel element, especially when burnup is high
(> 450 MWh/kgU). The release of large quantities of gaseous species such as xenon and krypton
can result in internal overpressurization of the element, leading to high sheath stress and possible
failure. The release of volatile species such as iodine supplies the corrodants necessary for SCC
of the sheath [4]. Thermal conductivity of the gas in the pellet-sheath gap is also degraded by
FGR, leading to higher fuel temperatures.

It is generally considered that FGR is dependent on temperature (element power) and burnup
(irradiation time), amongst other factors [5]. Floyd et al. [1] have summarized the FGR data
from Bruce NGS-A extended-burnup fuel. Their results have shown that FGR exhibits an
exponential dependence on fuel-element power, which largely obscures any burnup dependence.
Their data is reproduced in Figures 4 and 5, along with that from bundles XY, AAH and GF.

The data from three different types of power history (i.e., declining, ramped and constant) were
plotted in different groups in Figure 4, which shows the influence of maximum element linear
power on FGR. Data from each different type of power history occupies a different region. It
follows that fuel elements will have different FGR when they experience different types of power
history, even when they have the same maximum power. Fuel that experiences a declining
power history generally exhibits the lowest FGR for a given maximum element power. The
"scatter" in Figure 4 may be accounted for (at least in part) by burnup variance. Figure 5 shows
the influence of burnup on FGR for fuel elements with declining power histories. It is apparent
that FGR is burnup-dependent, although the effect is much less than that for element power. The
effect of fuel density on FGR is not accounted for in this analysis [1,4].



3.2 Grain Growth at Pellet Centre

Grain growth is observed in the outer elements of bundle GF, but not in bundles XY and AAH.
Both FGR and grain growth are thermally-activated processes, and generally correlate with each
other [1,5]. Figures 6 and 7 show the correlation of grain growth to element maximum linear
power, element burnup and FGR. Little grain growth is observed when the power is low
(~ 40 kW/m). However, a factor of three can be attained in grain growth when powers are high
(> 50 kW/m). Generally, significant grain growth (> a factor of two) is accompanied by
significant FGR (Figure 7). Figure 8 shows typical grain morphology at the pellet centre of outer
elements from bundle GF. Gas bubbles and tunnels are not as well developed as those observed
in higher-powered bundles [1], but metallic fission-products (white dots in Figure 8) are clearly
visible. The dark regions shown in Figure 8 are due to the grains pulled out during polishing.

3.3 CANLTJR Coating Behaviour

Bundles AAH, XY and GF exhibited low CANLUB retention, consistent with that previously
observed by Floyd et al. [1] in Bruce fuel irradiated to extended burnup (Table 1). Within the
normal operating envelope, graphite CANLUB coatings significantly improve fuel performance
by increasing resistance to SCC-related power-ramp defects [4]. The "disappearance" of
CANLUB at extended burnups is currently under investigation at AECL.

3.4 Sheath Strain

Midpellet sheath strain was generally observed to be compressive or slightly tensile in bundles
AAH, XY and GF (Table 1). The largest average midpellet strain of 0.1% was observed in the
highest burnup bundle GF. This strain is significantly lower than that observed in Bruce fuel
irradiated to extended burnups; e.g., the average outer-element midpellet sheath strain of bundle
J24533C is about 0.9% and the FGR is 25% [1]. This difference may be due to the presence of
gas plenums in bundle GF.

3.5 Low FGR/Defect-Free Threshold

SCC-related defects have been observed in the sheath and endcaps of outer elements from Bruce
NGS-A fuel bundles, which have experienced declining power histories to extended burnups
when the maximum OELP is above 50 kW/m [1]. Therefore, a bundle-average limit of 450
MWh/kgU (equivalent to approximately 500 MWh/kgU outer-element burnup) has been
recommended in Ontario Hydro CANDU reactors. This burnup limit corresponds to 4-5% FGR
in Figure 5 for fuel having a power of- 50 kW/m. For fuel having powers of- 40 kW/m, Figure
5 illustrates that low FGR and defect-free operation can be extended to at least 700 MWh/kgU.

Bundle GF was successfully irradiated at a maximum OELP of 37 kW/m to an outer-element
burnup of 900 MWh/kgU with a FGR of 17%. Gas plenums in the outer elements of bundle GF



may have helped to decrease sheath strain by reducing internal gas pressure. Further work is
needed to better define the low FGR/defect-free threshold for bundles at maximum OELP around
40 kW/m5 and to investigate the performance of fuel at maximum OELP's of 40-50 kW/m to
burnups > 600 MWh/kgU.

4. SUMMARY

Post-irradiation examination of bundles XY, AAH and GF confirmed that all the elements were
intact. Bundles XY and AAH, irradiated to outer-element burnups of 570-700 MWh/kgU,
experienced low fission-gas release (FGR) (< 3%); bundle GF, irradiated to an outer-element
burnup of 900 MWh/kgU, experienced high FGR (17%). Gas plenums and lower internal gas
pressures appear to have contributed to the relatively low sheath strain observed in bundle GF
(0.1% at midpellet). The FGR of bundles XY, AAH and GF, and previously-examined Bruce
fuel [1] exhibits a dependence of FGR on power, burnup and power-history type.

Past experience shows that Bruce-type elements irradiated at powers > 50 kW/m to
> 500 MWh/kgU (equivalent to 450 MWh/kgU bundle-average burnup) may experience high
FGR and SCC-related defects. The performance of bundle AAH suggests that low-FGR/defect-
free operation can be extended to at least 700 MWh/kgU for bundles with declining power
histories, provided powers do not exceed 40 kW/m. Additional investigations are recommended
to better define the low FGR/defect-free threshold for fuel bundles experiencing powers of 40-
50 kW/m.
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Table 1 Post-Irradiation Examination Data

Bundle

GF"

AAH*

XY*

Database'1

Power

Histoiy

Type

constant

declining

constant

declining

ramped

constant

Element

Type

Outer

Intermediate

Inner

Outer

Intermediate

Inner

Outer

Intermediate

Inner

Discharge

Bumup

(MWh/kgU)

902

709

689

54S

56S

450

400-773

323-441

458

Maximum

Linear Power

(kW/m)

37

29

37

29

33

26

36-58

32-47

24

Fission-

Gas Release

(%)

17

1

<1

2

<1

<1

2

<1

<1

0.1-25

0.1-12

0.1

Final Grain

Size at Pellet

Centre (urn)

10

7

7

7

5

6

6

6

6

6-44

12-13

7

Average

CANLUB

Retention (%)'

20

22

7

5

18

44

9-63

88

73-78

Average

MidpeUet

Strain (%)'

0.1

-0.2

-0.4

-0.2

-0.4

-0.5

-0.2

-0.3

-0.6

-0.15 t o i

a - pellet density is about 10.6 g/cra3 and initial grain size is about 5-6 urn

b - only outer and intermediate elements are CANLUB-coated

c - average diameter change

d - from Reference 1
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Figure 2 Bundle AAH power history: outer-element average linear power versus predicted outer-
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interval.
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Figure 7 Final/initial grain size at pellet centre versus fission-gas release (other data from
Reference 1)

Figure 8 Grain morphology at pellet centre at midplane of outer element 1 (Bundle GF).
Note that white dots are solid fission-product deposits and that fission-gas
bubbles and tunnels are not as well developed at grain boundaries as those
observed in high-powered bundles [1].
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